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Gorkha earthquake victims remembered
PM KP Sharma Oli has expressed confidence that the reconstruction of private houses
and government buildings would be completed within the tenure of the NRA.

Dipak Sapkota

Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli addressing the fourth anniversary of the April 2015 earthquake at Basantapur on April 25, 2019 (left). PM Oli signing the visitors’ book at Kasthamandap.

The National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) and the Kathmandu Metropolitan City jointly organized a memorial
function at Basantapur Durbar Square on
April 25 to mark the fourth anniversary
of the earthquake on April 25, 2015.
Felicitation letters were given to various municipalities and rural municipalities and district level project implementation units for their best performances
in various areas, at the function organized
with Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli as
the chief guest.
At the memorial function, PM Oli
expressed confidence that the reconstruction of private houses and government buildings would be completed
within the tenure of the NRA. He said,
“It is not necessary to have any controversy in the post-earthquake reconstruction, and we should also not distort our
historical legacy.”
NRA Chief Executive Officer Sushil

Gyewali urged everyone to work together
to make Nepal’s reconstruction a model
and exemplary.
Mayor of the Kathmandu Metropolitan City Bidhya Sundar Shakya informed
that the Metropolitan City is striving for
the reconstruction of heritages and private houses within the metropolitan areas.
NRA Secretary Arjun Kumar Karki
had given the welcome speech.
At the function, Naukunda Rural Municipality in Rasuwa, Barpak Sulikot Rural
Municipality in Gorkha and Kalinchowk
Rural Municipality in Dolakha along with
Ward No. 2 of Balephi Rural Muncipality
in Sindhupalchowk among the wards of
the local levels were given felicitation letters for their best performances in reconstruction of private houses.
Likewise, District Level Project Implementation Unit (Grants Management and
Local Infrastructure) Rasuwa, Gorkha
and Dolakha were given felicitation let-

ters. District Level Project Implementation Unit (Buildings) Sindhupalchowk,
Dolakha and Gorkha were also felicitated.
And District Level Project Implementation Unit (Education) Ramechhap, Kavre
and Kathmandu were given felicitation
letters for their best performance in rebuilding the public schools.
At the function, a minute’s silence was
observed in memory of those who lost
their lives in the April 2015 earthquake.
After the function, PM Oli observed
reconstruction works in and around Basantapur Durbar Square, including Kasthamandap and the nine-storey palace.
After observing Kasthamandap temple,
PM Oli wrote on the visitors’ book, “I
am happy to see the motivation and confidence of the entire team. The progress
is satisfactory.”
PM Oli had observed the Tripura
Sundari temple being reconstructed in Tripureshwar before the memorial function.
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President inaugurates Nepal Army headquarters
After the reconstruction, 47 offices including Nepal Army’s General Directorates and
Departments will operate from the new headquarters.
President Bidhya Devi Bhandari inaugurated the newly-reconstructed headquarters building of Nepal Army on April
23 amidst a special function organized at
the military headquarters by uncovering
the stone-scripture by using a remote
control, and by cutting the ribbon.
The reconstruction of the building,
damaged in the April 2015 earthquake,
had begun on June 6, 2016.
Dignitaries including Vice President
Nanda Bahadur Pun, Prime Minister
KP Sharma Oli, Speaker of the House
of Representatives Krishna Bahadur
Mahara, Chairman of the National Assembly Ganesh Timilsina, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense Ishwar Pokhrel, Chief Executive Officer of
the National Reconstruction Authority
(NRA) Sushil Gyewali were present at
the function.
This is the largest project to complete reconstruction among the projects
approved by the NRA. The government
had allocated Rs. 3.44 billion for the NA
headquarters through the NRA.
Speaking at the inaugural function,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for
Defense Ishwar Pokhrel said reconstruction of the NA headquarters shows how
the government wants to advance reconstruction campaign.
NRA CEO Sushil Gyewali expressed
his belief that the reconstructed building
will provide great support in rescue, relief and rehabilitation during the natural
disasters in future.
He said, “Out of more than 800
thousand houses damaged in the earthquake, so far 50 percent houses have
been reconstructed, 30 percent are under
construction and the 20 percent are in
the process of resolving their issues.”
Chief of Army Staff (CoAS) Purna Chandra Thapa said professionalism
and functional capability in military infrastructure construction has improved
with the construction of the military
headquarters. After the reconstruction,
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President Bidhya Devi Bhandari inaugurating the newly-built Nepal Army headquarters on April 23 (top). The new
headquarters can accommodate 1,000 people.

47 offices including Nepal Army’s General Directorates and Departments will
operate from the headquarters. It has the
capacity of providing workspace to about
1,000 people.
The government had decided to construct a modern and technology friendly

building with an aim to provide facilities
as per the structure in the seven storey
building. There are 430 rooms including
cubicles in the building.
The dignitaries including the president also inspected inside the building
after the inaugural function.
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Sanjeevani Secondary School gets a facelift
The buildings were reconstructed by the CLPIU (Education) of the NRA with financial
assistance from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) at the cost of Rs. 99.98 million.
Kavre:Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli
inaugurated three buildings of Sanjeevani
Secondary School reconstructed in Dhulikhel of Kavre on April 24.
The buildings were reconstructed by
the Central Level Project Implementation Unit (Education) under the National
Reconstruction Authority (NRA) with financial assistance from the Asian Development Bank (ADB). The reconstruction
cost of the building with all amenities
is Rs. 99.98 million. The buildings were
handed over to the School Management
Committee after the inauguration.
PM Oli expressed happiness over
the construction of earthquake-resistant
building of the school with all amenities.
He said the reconstruction has now taken
a pace and the remaining structures damaged by the earthquake would also be reconstructed soon.
Minister for Communication and
Information Technology Gokul Prasad
Banskota said, now that the physical infrastructure of the school had been good after the reconstruction, the school should
now focus on improving the educational
standard.
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the

Photos: Dipak Sapkota/NRA

Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli inaugurating the new buildings of Sanjeevani Secondary School in Dhulikhel, Kavre.

NRA Sushil Gyewali said that the reconstruction of earthquake resistant building
with all amenities was realizing the slogan
of building back better and stronger. He
said the schools were being reconstructed
as models, and that the NRA was committed on completing reconstruction of
under construction buildings as soon as

possible.
Country Director of the ADB Mukhtor Khamudkhanov and Mayor of Dhulikhel Municipality Ashok Kumar Byanju expressed their views at the function.
Various people who contributed to the
school reconstruction were also felicitated
at the function.
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Chief Executive Officer of the National Reconstruction Authority Sushil Gyewali addressing a press conference at the NRA hall on April 23.

NRA

80 percent private houses
in reconstruction process:CEO
Four years after the devastating earthquake in April 2015, the government’s National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
has managed to ensure the reconstruction
of 80 percent of the private houses destroyed in the earthquake.
“In the reconstruction of private
houses, we have made an overall progress
of 80 percent,” declared the Chief Executive Officer of the NRA, Sushil Gyewali,
while addressing a press conference organized on April 23 at the NRA hall. “Out
of 762,307 households that had signed
the grant agreements, 612,935 have either
completed construction or are under reconstruction.”
Among them, 382,277 (50 percent)
households have already completed reconstruction and have started living in
their new homes, while 230,658 (30 per-
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cent) households are in the process of
completing the reconstruction.
Saying that the government is making sure that no beneficiaries are left out,
CEO Gyewali informed the press that the
NRA has addressed most of the grievances that have come from the people. “We
are in the process of conducting a final
round of survey for grievance hearing.”
Here’s the full text of the press release
issued at the press conference:
I would like to welcome you all for
your presence in this press conference
organized to provide latest information
about the achievements and current status
of reconstruction and rehabilitation of
damages after the earthquake on April 25,
2015 and its subsequent aftershocks. We

would like to recognize your contribution
in the reconstruction and rehabilitation
from your respective areas, and we believe
you will play an important role in the coming days too.
We devised the policy of collaboration, coordination and facilitation with
earthquake survivors, local communities,
civil society, non-governmental organizations, various other organizations, international community and the government
agencies and mobilized them as required
for the reconstruction and rehabilitation
works. This is our unique model of reconstruction and rehabilitation. The positive
result of reconstruction has proved that
the concept and vision taken by the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
was in the right direction.
We had prioritized reconstruction of

structures such as private housing, educational institutions, health facilities, and archeological heritages, buildings of security
agencies, government offices, and roads,
and drinking water. Among them, we prioritized the reconstruction of private houses
first. In the reconstruction of private houses, we have made an overall progress of 80
percent. Out of 762,307 households that
had signed the grant agreements, 612,935
have either completed construction or
are under reconstruction. Among them,
382,277 (50 percent) households have already completed reconstruction and have
started living in their new homes, while
230,658 (30 percent) households are in the
process of completing the reconstruction.
We are also solving the problems of
vulnerable groups, landless and self-inhabitants while providing housing plots
in safer places for those living in unsafe
places.
We have addressed most of the grievances that have come from the people. We
are in the process of conducting a final
round of survey for grievance hearing.
We have been saying from the beginning
that, it’s not the government that will construct the houses, but the houses will be
built with the ownership of the related
house-owners. The government will facilitate financial and technical support. This
process has ensured construction of large
number of houses so far.
Now, I would like to inform you about
the progress in the reconstruction of
school buildings. Out of 7,553 schools
needed reconstruction, 85 percent progress has been achieved. Out of them,
4,476 (59 percent) has already been reconstructed while 1,772 are currently under
reconstruction.
Likewise, we have achieved 66 percent progress in the reconstruction of
the health facilities. Out of 1,197 health
institutions needed to be rebuilt, 643 (54
percent) have been reconstructed while
145 (12 percent) are currently under reconstruction.
In the reconstruction of heritages of
archeological importance in 11 most affected districts, we have achieved 59 percent progress in the total of 753 monuments needed to be rebuilt. Out of them,
224 (30 percent) have already been reconstructed while 221 (29 percent) are currently under construction. Reconstruction
of archeological heritage sites is the most
complex and time consuming as issues like

architecture, use of traditional construction material, their sentimental attachment
with the daily lives of the local communities and ensuring their ownership need to
be considered. Still, we have addressed the
complexities seen in their reconstruction
and advanced rebuilding various heritage
sites like Ranipokhari, Dharahara, Kasthamandap and various other monuments
included in the World Heritage Sites in the
Kathmandu Valley. For the reconstruction
of the monasteries, guidelines and designs
are being prepared and we will start the
reconstruction soon.

We have addressed
most of the
grievances that
have come from
the people. We are
in the process of
conducting a final
round of survey for
grievance hearing.
Similarly, we have already completed
reconstructing 56 percent of the security
sector buildings. Out of 383 needed reconstruction, 145 (38 percent) have been
reconstructed while 71 (18 percent) are
currently under construction.
Likewise, 98 percent of the government buildings that needed reconstruction have either been completed or are under construction. Out of 415 government
buildings, 262 (63 percent) have been
completed while 145 (35 percent) are being reconstructed. Besides, we are equally
focused on reconstructing the damaged
roads and drinking water facilities.
In totality, the reconstruction after
Gorkha earthquake is progressing in a fast
pace. The recognition by the international community and the support provided
by them is commendable. Some donor
agencies have started supporting more
amount than they had pledged earlier.
Our reconstruction is becoming a model
and exemplary in the world in different
aspects, which is a matter of pride for us
all Nepalese.
We have made these achievements
despite various challenges, including
political transition, constitution-mak-

ing process, blockade, establishment of
the NRA only after eight months of the
earthquake, and the frequent changes in
the NRA leadership.
I will now highlight some of the challenges in the days ahead. The biggest challenge in reconstruction and rehabilitation
is the financial management. A total of Rs.
938 billion was estimated for the five-year
reconstruction and rehabilitation plan. Of
which, Rs. 186 billion has been spent by
FY 2017/18, and the revised projected
expenditure for this fiscal year is Rs. 123
billion. Likewise, we have expected that
about Rs. 200 billion will be mobilized
through the government’s regular budget
program, private and NGO sector. This
shows that we will need an additional Rs.
429 billion to complete the overall reconstruction works. So, the status of reconstruction will depend on our proper financial management. We have started discussing this with the Ministry of Finance and
the donors.
The reshuffle of the government employees, which led to the transfer of many
experienced reconstruction staff to provincial and local governments, has also
affected the reconstruction works. Thus,
staff management will be another big
challenge for us.
The 2015 earthquake not only brought
destruction, but also gave us opportunities
and possibilities. Those who have completed reconstruction of private houses
have also demanded for livelihood programs. We also have challenges of linking
earthquake survivors with livelihood opportunities for economic transformation.
For this, we have made arrangements to
provide loans with subsidized interests
and will implement special assistance program from the coming year.
We are clear on policy and legal provisions of reconstruction and rehabilitation.
We are making special efforts to address
the policy level problems. All stakeholders
have the common responsibility of implementing those decisions and achieving
hundred percent results.
At the end, I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to the earthquake surviving brothers and sisters, local communities, civil society, various organizations,
international community, government
agencies, and the press, among others
who have been providing support from
the very beginning in the government’s
gigantic task of rebuilding.
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No one will be deprived
of government grant
Beneficiaries who have rebuilt their houses before the technicians arrived, they will
need to improve the structure as per the technicians’ advice.
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Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
the National Reconstruction Authority
(NRA) Sushil Gyewali interacted face-toface with beneficiaries and elected representatives of Melamchi Municipality in a
public hearing.
At the hearing held in Melamchi Municipality–11 on March 2, CEO Gyewali
said none of the survivors whose houses
got damaged in the earthquake will be deprived of the grant.
Talking about the remaining grievance
handling, he said the re-survey of the left
outs would start by the end of March, and
the NRA would take decisions on the basis of recommendations–verified by the

municipality–provided by grievance hearing committees at ward level.
For beneficiaries unable to build
houses due to financial shortage even after taking the first tranche, he said there is
a provision for interest-subsidized credit,
and requested the beneficiaries to inform
the NRA if any bank refuses to provide
such credit despite furnishing all required
documents.
For the houses built before the technicians arrived, he said the accurate details
of such houses were being collected and
if they have not completed the standards,
he appealed those beneficiaries to improve according to the technician’s advice.

He also informed that budget would
be provided for gender segregated toilets
and drinking water facilities in schools
constructed and to be constructed under
the reconstruction schemes.
Chief Administrative Officer of
Melamchi Municipality Devi Prasad Thapaliya informed that there are 13,364
beneficiaries in the municipality and 915
grievances are yet to be addressed.
Likewise, chairperson of Ward No. 13
Rudra Prasad Dulal and Chairperson of
Ward No. 6 Jeetraj Thapa of Melamchi
Municipality requested the NRA to pay
attention to the relocation of some houses that are in vulnerable places.
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BARPAK
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Barpak
rises

People here do regret for not being able to maintain the old world charm
of the village, but many also believe that though they have lost their
identity they now have much stronger buildings.
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Barpak - the quaint village nestled on
a hill top in northern Gorkha. Known for
its unique stone-walled and slate-roofed
houses where the famous Gorkha soldiers lived. Gaje Ghale, the first Nepali
Victoria Cross recipient in the British
Army, came from this village. Hundreds
of trekkers take a rest in this clean and
well-maintained village at an altitude of
1,900 meters before they embark on an
arduous trek to Mount Manaslu.
This was before 25 April 2015. The
day changed everything. The massive
earthquake began from here as its epicenter. The earthquake shook so violently that the whole village was left in ruins,
with just 4, 5 concrete houses withstanding, out of more than 1,300 houses. It
left 72 people dead and dozens injured.
The quaint tourist village turned into a
sight that the whole nation and the world
looked in anguish. The earthquake not
only shook this village but had an enormous impact in central Nepal, as 8,972
people died, more than 22,000 got injured, more than 800,000 private houses
got damaged, hundreds of public sector
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Now, 88 percent
of houses have
been rebuilt in
Barpak, according
to Roshan Kumar
BK, chairperson
of ward no. 1 of
Barpak Sulikot Rural
Municipality.
buildings like schools, health posts, government offices, security sector buildings
and hundreds of cultural heritage sites
were brought down.
Four years on, the government’s efforts to rebuild has gained ground now.
Almost 80 percent of more than 825,000
private houses have either been reconstructed or currently under construction.
And the reconstruction of other infrastructure too is encouraging.
And Barpak has got a major facelift

too. It has risen up again, but with a different look than before. Instead of traditional houses of stone walls and slate
roofs giving it a name–a ‘black village’,
concrete houses have dotted this hill top
with a colorful look.
The Barpakis began erecting their
houses long before the government
came up with the designs of earthquake-resilient houses. The locals did
discuss about maintaining the originality
of the village by using the locally-available construction material like before.
But as the few houses that withstood
the earthquake were the RCC buildings,
the villagers saw and realized that they
need stronger houses. No one, however,
convinced them that the houses can be
rebuilt stronger as quake-resilient even
with traditional construction material.
Hence, the locals began to rebuild in
their own ways.
Now, 88 percent of houses have been
rebuilt in Barpak, according to Roshan
Kumar BK, chairperson of ward no. 1 of
Barpak Sulikot Rural Municipality. “Rest
are currently under construction. But

some are yet to start construction due to
financial constraint.”
As the majority of villagers are welloff financially, the rebuilding process
went smoothly here. People here have
spent a lot more than the government’s
private housing grant of Rs. 300,000.
“There used to be similar houses before, so it was difficult to differentiate
between rich and poor,” says Lal Bahadur
Gurung, chairperson of ward no. 2 of

Barpak Sulikot Rural Municipality. “Now,
people have spent millions to build their
houses while those who are poor still have
not been able to rebuild.”
People here do regret for not being
able to maintain the old world charm of
the village, but many also believe that
though they have lost their identity they
now have much stronger buildings.
Some people, however, are worried
that along with the loss in their old identi-

ty, tourists would not return. But, Bishnu
Bhatta, Chairperson of Barpak Sulikot
Rural Municipality has a different take on
this. “The main issue here is about stronger houses,” he says.
The tourists will still continue to
come, albeit for different reasons, he believes. “Trekkers will continue to come
while more tourists will come here to see
the epicenter of the devastating earthquake.”
Rebuilding Nepal
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On the road to

Recovery

The construction of prefabricated health
posts in earthquake-hit districts have helped
restore health lifelines in these communities,
especially for women and children.

Photos: P Shrestha/UNICEF Nepal

A view of Barpak village in Gorkha District in north-central Nepal, with the health post right at the center.

Gorkha – As the nurse readies to take
her blood pressure, Sunita Gurung maintains a protective hand on the basket beside her on the bench. Inside is her oneyear-old daughter Ganga, who is drifting
in and out of sleep in her little bed of
blankets.
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Ganga was born right here in the
birthing center of the new health post
in Barpak village in Gorkha District in
north-central Nepal. Sunita, now 18, had
been married off by her family at the age
of 16.
The prevalence of child marriage in

Nepal is among the highest in the world
– 40 per cent of Nepali girls like Sunita
are married before their 18th birthday, an
issue that UNICEF is working to address
through various programs. When, at 17,
she got pregnant with her first child, Sunita says she was afraid. “I didn’t want to
take any risks,” she says. “So, I made sure
to come to the health post for the birth.”
In fact, Ganga is among a growing
number of children in the area whose
mothers have opted to deliver at the facility in recent years rather than at home.
This shift, according to health post staff,
is a result of the availability of improved
services, as well as a boost in awareness
among people about the risks involved in
home deliveries. “We regularly conduct different campaigns and this has encouraged
more people to come to us,” says health
post in-charge Mirazul Miyan Hawari.
A key part of this effort to reach
communities with information about
health services are Female Community
Health Volunteers (FCHVs). The FCHV
program had been initiated by the Government of Nepal in 1988, with support
from UNICEF, UNFPA and USAID.
These women travel all across the terrain,
visiting individual households – particularly those with pregnant women or new
mothers – offering advice on taking better
care of themselves and their children.
It was through one of these FCHVs,
for instance, that another young mother
from Barpak, Nanda Kumari Gurung,
had made up her mind to deliver at the
health post.
“I knew about the services they had
and had already completed several prebirth visits,” she says, as her 11-month-

The Taranagar Health Post in Gorkha (left). Assistant Health Worker Amirendra Shah (right) looks over records in the administration office of the Barpak Health Post.

old son Dhanraj squirms on her lap. But
it was the ‘didi’ who convinced her to deliver at the health post. Didi is a term that
translates to ‘elder sister’ in Nepali, which
is what Nanda Kumari calls the FCHV
who counselled her.
Starting from scratch
By lunch time, the waiting room is already filling up. “We see around 30 to 40
patients a day on average,” says Amirendra Shah, Assistant Health Worker. “Most
cases relate to respiratory problems, or
women coming in for either antenatal or
postnatal care visits.”
Not too long ago, however, the facility
would have struggled to serve even half
as many people.
Barpak had entered both national and
international consciousness in 2015 as the
epicenter of the massive earthquake that
had shaken Nepal on 25 April, wreaking
death and devastation across the nation.
This little hilltop village once known for
its distinctive mud-and-stone dwellings,
and popular with backpackers, had been
flattened, majority of the 1,300 houses
razed to the ground. Over 70 people lost
their lives.
Much as in other parts of the country, health infrastructure in Barpak was hit
hard. The old health post that had stood
in the center of the village was damaged
well beyond use, and health workers were
working out of tents to provide treatment
to the ill and injured in the wake of the
disaster.
To ensure locals continued to have
access to essential healthcare services,
UNICEF supported the construction of
a new health post, from the ground up, in
place of the old one. It was handed over
to the community in November 2017.

This prefabricated structure is among 74
such structures that UNICEF has helped
build in earthquake-affected districts
around the country, thanks to the generous support of various donors, including donations from around the world to
UNICEF’s emergency thematic fund, the
Leo Messi Foundation, the Arora Charitable Foundation, and Tetsuko Kuroyanagi.
A resilient structure

“I didn’t want to
take any risks. So, I
made sure to come
to the health post
for the birth.”
–Sunita Gurung, Barpak

The 2015 earthquakes wrecked over
1,200 health facilities in the country, more
than 80 per cent of which were located in
14 most-affected districts. UNICEF had
first supported the Government of Nepal
by providing medical tents as well as essential drugs, instrument and equipment.
But the tents were a temporary solution,
and UNICEF then took on the construction of 74 prefabricated health facilities.
These would benefit over 300,000 people
across 10 districts.
“It
’s been a massive undertaking,”
says UNICEF Engineer Coordinator Uddhab Kumar Poudel. He recalls how it all
started with selecting sites in consultation
with local health officials and community
members, followed by procurement of
construction materials from China.
“It took over a month for the supplies
to get to the various construction sites.
They had to first be brought over on ships
to the port in Kolkata, India, then transported to Nepal on lorries and then again
off-loaded onto smaller trucks,” he says.
“And because quite a few of these places
were incredibly hard to reach, and not accessible by road, we had to use mules and
porters to carry the materials there.”
Once complete, these structures are
built to withstand severe weather, as well
as disasters such as earthquakes, landslides and fire. “We expect them to last
anywhere between a decade and 15 years
– maybe even more with proper maintenance,” Uddhab says. “This gives a good
chunk of time for more permanent facilities to be built.
Conforming to the design and specifications set forth by the Nepal government, the space within each health post is
divided into several areas – including an
administration office, waiting room, clinRebuilding Nepal
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Sunita Gurung gets her blood pressure taken by a staff
at the Barpak Health Post (left).

ic and dispensary, apart from the delivery
room and ante/
post-natal ward. These
spaces are fully furnished and a range of
necessary equipment, such as autoclaves,
incubators and suction machines, among
others, have been installed.
In addition, the health posts are connected with water supply and power backup systems with solar panels, and are also
equipped with living quarters for staff.
Along with handing over the structure, UNICEF also provides a comprehensive Infection Prevention training to
health post staff, as well as a training on
prefab maintenance. Additionally, members of the Health Facility Operation and
Management Committees are also oriented on maintaining the prefabs. UNICEF
also promotes the activities of FCHVs as
well as activating local Mothers’ Groups
in reaching out to more women with information about healthcare.
Remote facilities additionally receive
support from UNICEF in establishing
maternity waiting homes. And all prefabs
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are given seed money for Emergency Obstetric Care (EOC), worth between Rs.
75,000 to 100,000 (approx. 680-900 USD)
to be topped up by the health post. “The
EOC fund is intended for the use of
pregnant women who have to travel elsewhere for emergency interventions and
services that are not offered at the facility itself,” says Chahana Singh, UNICEF
Nepal Health Officer. “They are able take
loans from the fund at very low interest.”

The health posts
are connected
with water supply
and power back-up
systems with solar
panels, and are also
equipped with living
quarters for staff.

Nanda Kumari Gurung with her 11-month-old son
Dhanraj at the Barpak Health Post. She is among a
growing number of mothers in the area who have opted
to deliver at this health post, constructed by UNICEF to
restore essential health services in the community after
the 2015 earthquake (above).

In safe hands
Finished with her check-up, Sunita
carefully places the strap of the basket on
her forehead, heaves it up, and prepares
to leave. Her house is around a half-hour’s
walk from the health post, she says, and
she needs to get home in time to help prepare the afternoon meal.
“There have been so many things in
my life that I have had no control over.
My marriage, for example, I didn’t really
know what I was getting into,” she says.
“But at least when it comes to my baby’s
health, I want to make good choices.”
Sunita says that ever since she gave
birth at the facility, and given how much
safer she felt in the hands of professionals
at such a “scary time”, she has been recommending other women to do the same.
By Preena Shrestha/UNICEF Nepal

FROM PARTNERS

Kavre school gets new building
The United States Ambassador to Nepal, Randy Berry, has handed over three
new primary schools to the people of
Kavrepalanchowk district. The schools
were constructed with support from the
American people through the USAID in
cooperation with the Asian Development
Bank, according to the US embassy.
“For 72 years, the United States
has had a strong and enduring partnership with Nepal, and we continue to be

a trusted and reliable partner,” a press
statement quoted ambassador Berry as
saying. “This school and the two others
we are handing over today are a true reflection of the American people’s long
standing commitment to help rebuild
a safer Nepal for this and future generations. We are–and always will be–close
where it counts. ”
Minister for Education Giriraj Mani
Pokharel and the local community were

present at the function.
Following the 2015 earthquakes, the
extensive damage interrupted the education of over two million children. “Illustrating the US government’s commitment
to education, USAID immediately began
a comprehensive response, which allowed more than 93,000 students to continue to learn in the midst of the disaster
and ultimately return to safer schools,”
the statement further said.
Rebuilding Nepal
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On-the-job training for retrofitting begins
Phalante Kanpur:Chhatra Bahadur
and Radha Pariyar's three storey house
in Phalante Kanpur suffered partial
damage in the 2015 earthquake.
Technicians who had gone to survey the damage said it could be made
livable by retrofitting it as per the standards. This would save money and time
required to construct a similar new
house.
It took a while for retrofitting of
damaged houses of earthquake survivors like Chhatra Bahadur and Radha
Pariyar to begin as a campaign, due to
the lack of institutional knowledge,
skills and skilled human resource for
retrofitting of traditional stone-andmud houses in Nepal
Retrofitting of the damaged houses is going to begin as a campaign at
the special initiation of the National
Reconstruction Authority (NRA) and
technical support of various development partner organizations. Many
houses had been retrofitted before this,
too, but the NRA had the responsibility
of convincing about 64,000 beneficiaries.
So, a systematic on-the-job training
for retrofitting has begun with financial
assistance from UK Department for
International Development (DFID),
management of UNOPS and technical
support of Build Change. The on-thejob training campaign has begun from
the three-storey house of Chhatra Bahadur and Radha Pariyar in Kanpur.
NRA Chief Executive Officer Sushil Gyewali, Mayor of Namobuddha
Municipality Tanka Prasad Sharma and
house owner Chhatra Bahadur Pariyar
jointly inaugurated the retrofitting by
cutting a ribbon on April 15.
Pariyar couple
’s house has been
propped from all four sides with timber, and tied with strong red and yellow
belt.
Model retrofitting on-the-job training for the retrofitting of houses par-
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NRA

NRA Chief Executive Officer Sushil Gyewali, Mayor of Namobuddha Municipality Tanka Prasad Sharma and
house owner Chhatra Bahadur Pariyar jointly inaugurated the retrofitting by cutting a ribbon.

tially damaged by earthquake will take
place in all 32 districts affected by the
earthquake. Model retrofitting will happen in at least one house in each local
level in the 14 severely affected districts,
while there will be model retrofitting in
at least one house in the district in the
remaining 18 earthquake affected districts.
The NRA has a challenge to convince the retrofitting beneficiaries that
damaged houses can be made earthquake resistant through retrofitting.
CEO Gyewali expressed confidence
that the positive results of model retrofitting will encourage the retrofitting
beneficiaries to go for retrofitting.
“This will be a practical learning that
even the stone-and-mud houses can be
made earthquake resistant through retrofitting,” he said. “The training will
not only provide knowledge and skills
to our technicians and masons, but will
provide positive message to the retrofitting beneficiaries, too.”
CEO Gyewali believes retrofitting
will ensure low cost to the earthquake

survivor beneficiaries, and will also
preserve the traditional architecture of
Nepali traditional houses. He is hopeful
that this will improve Nepali engineers'
knowledge on Nepal's traditional construction style and technology, and will
also contribute to the handing over of
this knowledge and skills to the new
generation.
Mayor of Namobuddha Municipality Tanka Prasad Sharma Timilsina
expressed happiness for the beginning
of such campaign from his municipality. Timilsina expressed confidence that
retrofitting of Pariyar couple's house
will send a positive message to all retrofitting beneficiaries in the municipality.
There are 253 retrofitting beneficiaries
in Namobuddha Municipality.
Pariyar couple is happy about the
retrofitting of their house. Pariyar couple's happiness could be seen on their
faces during the inauguration of the
on-the-job training, as they had been
living in fear.
“We, seven members of the family, had been living in fear. Now that

our house is being earthquake-resilient,
we are assured,” said Chhatra Bahadur
Pariyar.
Rurik Marsden, Head of Office of
DFID Nepal, said, “Retrofitting is a
great, cost effective way to get more families into safer housing while preserving
Nepal’s beautiful traditional architecture
and people’s emotions on their ancestral
home.” He added, “I was very happy to
accompany the CEO, meet the proud
family and NRA engineers who will gain
expertise on retrofitting through the
project.”
DFID is providing assistance of GBP
5 million to conduct on-the-job training
in all 32 earthquake-affected districts.
Similarly, Charles R Callanan, Director of UNOPS, said, “Partnering with the
NRA, DFID and local engineers and masons, we are pleased that the project will
help strengthen and preserve the magnificent Nepali vernacular architecture, provide increased options for home owners
and cascade retrofitting knowledge and
skills beyond the 32 earthquake-affected
districts.”
According to Sushil Poudel from
UNOPS, the project is anticipated to retrofit 1,000 houses. Total 120 model houses will be provided with complete retrofit
support which includes construction materials, technical support and labor wages.
Same model retrofit site will be used to
train the NRA deployed engineers. Similarly remaining 880 houses will only receive technical assistance and labor support from the project.
The houses will be selected by respective local governments.
There are 63,655 retrofitting beneficiaries in the earthquake-affected districts. Among them, 19,316 have signed
grant agreement and 18,377 have taken
their first tranches. Retrofitting beneficiaries will get a grant of Rs. 100,000 in two
tranches from the NRA.
The knowledge and skills acquired
from retrofitting will help not only in the
earthquake affected districts, but also in
other districts to make the private houses
earthquake-resilient.
By Dipak Sapkota/NRA

Asia must prioritize disaster
resilience in face of growing
risks:ADB Study
Hong Kong, China–With the
region facing ever-higher disaster risks, developing Asia urgently
needs to build its resilience before
catastrophe strikes through better
planning, setting aside government
budget, and encouraging insurance, says a new research produced
as part of the Asian Development
Bank's (ADB) flagship economic
publication, the Asian Development Outlook (ADO) 2019.
“Four out of every five people
affected by natural hazards live in
Asia,” said ADB Chief Economist
Yasuyuki Sawada. “Asia has led the
way on disaster risk reduction efforts in recent years, but more action is needed to tackle both vulnerability and responses at the national and the community level.”
Poor and marginalized households, small firms, and small and
remote countries such as the Pacific island nations typically suffer the
most from disasters. And although
climate change is spurring more
natural hazards and rapid urbanization is increasing exposure to
hazards, only around 8% of Asia’s
catastrophe losses since 1980 have
been covered by insurance.
The report urged countries to
continue to reinforce disaster risk
planning. Climate-friendly and
disaster-resilient infrastructure is
particularly cost-effective in reducing future disaster-related losses. This could include better water resource management to deal
with droughts, earthquake-safe
community buildings, and rebuilding mangrove forests to mitigate
coastal erosion.
The region would also benefit

if governments routinely set aside
funds to be mobilized in case of
disaster as well as increased use of
credit and insurance, particularly through risk transfer products
and re-insurance, to allow for a
broader pooling of risk. National
efforts should be complemented
by action at the community level
since investments in the likes of
community waste management
can build resilience while the community is the first port of call for
support and local knowledge after
disasters strike.
The report noted that rapid
rebuilding often takes precedence
after disasters, but that swift recovery should be considered
alongside other objectives, including strengthening resilience
to future hazards, considering the
needs of the vulnerable segments
of society, and restoring the economic and social dynamism of the
affected area. Key to this is collaboration among central and local
government, nongovernment organizations, and the community in
disaster response as seen following the earthquake in Nepal and
Cyclone Pam in Vanuatu, both in
2015.
ADB is committed to achieving a prosperous, inclusive, resilient, and sustainable Asia and the
Pacific, while sustaining its efforts
to eradicate extreme poverty. In
2018, it made commitments of
new loans and grants amounting to $21.6 billion. Established
in 1966, it is owned by 68 members—49 from the region.
ADB release
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Helambu
returning to past glory
18
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Villages in the Helambu area have now been rebuilt as maximum number of people have moved to their new homes. Shermathang (above left), Syugenchhe (top) and
Melamchighyang in Helambu region now get a new look.

Helambu, the mountainous rural
municipality in Sindhupalchowk, is as remote as its proximity from Kathmandu.
Vehicles can’t reach the village during
the monsoon. Transportation of essentials is difficult during those months. It is
difficult for the cement to harden in cold

months. So, houses can be built only
from mid-March to mid-June.
But despite these challenges, Helambu has returned to its original glory by
making satisfactory progress in the reconstruction of private housing and
schools.

According to Mingmar Lama, ward
chairperson of Helambu-1, 480 beneficiaries out of 882 beneficiaries who have
signed the agreement have taken their
third tranche and 736 beneficiaries have
taken their second tranche.
According to Lama, some beneficia-
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Sitar Lama, 53, who has been building his house in Syugenchhe in Helambu, has already taken his third tranche. Lama is looking forward to complete the construction as soon
as possible and move to his new house.

The popular monastery in Shermathang in Helambu was badly damaged in the April 2015 earthquake (left) and another monastery in the same area had the same damages.
Both the monasteries are yet to be rebuilt.
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ries have still not been able to start the
work of house reconstruction due to
lack of construction plots, or because
the beneficiaries have left for foreign
employment or due to lack of financial
resources. Yet, he hopes many houses
will complete construction by the end
of this fiscal year in mid-July, if beneficiaries who were waiting for summer
season for construction start building
their houses soon.
Narayan Adhikari, an engineer deployed by the National Reconstruction
Authority (NRA) in the same ward, hails
from a Terai district of Dhanusha. He
has been working in the same area since
he started his job with the NRA, and is
satisfied working in the remote mountainous district. According to Adhikari,
one of the reasons for delay in house
reconstruction is the practice of making
large rooms–which adds to the cost–as
per tradition in Hyolmo culture, and the
requirement of more time to arrange
money for the added cost.
Sitar Lama, 53, who has been building his house in Syugenchhe in Helambu, has already taken his third tranche.
Lama is looking forward to complete
the construction as soon as possible and
move to his new house. He has constructed his house with large rooms as
per his cultural requirement by deploying trained masons as per the advice of
engineers.
“The construction got delayed because transportation of construction
materials was expensive and we required
large rooms,” he shared. “I will now
complete the construction as soon as
possible and move to the new house.”
When we reached Helambu, we also
met fellow Nepalis from western Nepal
engaged in reconstruction of houses and
other infrastructure. Man Bahadur Roka
from Sanibheri-1 in Rukum district has
been building houses in Syugenchhe for
the past four months. Workers like Roka
get Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,200 per day in wages
with two meals and snacks.
Melamchi Ghyang, one of the
northern-most settlements in Sindhupalchowk, is a tourist area. Particularly,
this is a site for night stay for foreign
tourists who go for trekking in Langtang region. Tourism activity in this area
had stalled for two years after the earthquake. Almost all houses in this area had

One of the reasons
for delay in house
reconstruction
is the practice
of making large
rooms–which adds
to the cost–as per
tradition in Hyolmo
culture.
– Narayan Adhikari,
Engineer, NRA

collapsed. But now, more than half the
houses have been reconstructed and
tourism business has been rehabilitated.
Sili Dolma Ghale, who runs Wild
View Hotel, says that reconstruction of
her house and hotel got delayed due to
transportation cost and it was difficult
to transport the construction materials due to lack of concrete bridge over
Melamchi river.
“We have managed to complete reconstruction by overcoming the hurdles,
and tourists have started coming again,”
she said. “I hope we can pay back the
loans of construction in next three to
four years.”
Forty beneficiaries in Tembathang
of Helambu have constructed an integrated settlement together; four additional houses will be reconstructed. Reconstruction of houses in the settlement

has completed. Locals plan to open four
home-stays in the settlement for livelihood.
Sange Lama, a beneficiary from the
settlement as well as an active tourism
entrepreneur, believes this will help
the domestic and international tourists.
The settlement covering 42 Ropanis (2
hectares) of land was constructed with
efforts of the NRA, Helambu Rural
Municipality, Oxfam, Janaheet Gramin
Sewa Samiti and the local community.
School reconstruction is also going
on in Helambu in addition to the private
houses. According to Mingmar Lama,
Ward Chairperson of Helambu-1, reconstruction of six schools in his ward
has completed.
The building of Golma Devi Secondary School reconstructed in Timbu
in Helambu-1 with support from Caritas
looks like a standard school in Kathmandu. There are separate hostels for
boys and girls in the school with 199
students.
This has provided opportunity for
students from farther locations to stay
in the hostel and get education. One of
the teachers of the school, Om Prakash
Dhungel, said that learning interest
among students has increased after the
construction of the new buildings and
absence rate has reduced.
The 11-room building of Melamchi Ghyang School located in Melamchi
Ghyang–famous throughout Sindhupalchowk district–is under-construction.
Head Teacher Purna Bahadur Gautam said, 285 students studying in this
school will get big relief after completion of the building being reconstructed
with support from Caritas.
Helambu area is moving towards
concluding the reconstruction of private housing. Local residents have started returning to their normal daily lives
after completing reconstruction of their
private houses. The glory of tourism is
returning. Residents of Helambu–which
was once famous for its apples–have
started growing new apple trees. And,
they are also exploring new ways of livelihood in Rainbow Trout farming and
Kiwi farming.
By Deepak Sapkota (after returning from a visit to
various areas in Helambu Rural Municipality)
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FACT FILE

Recontruction in Numbers
Household
Surveyed

996,582
HAD 823,460
LAD 173,122

Eligible for
Housing Grants

825,439

HAD 724,980
LAD 100,459

Third Tranche
Received

414,364

Retrofitting
Beneficiaries

HAD 393,503
LAD 20,861

61,891

Second Tranche
Received

572,010
HAD 520,842
LAD 51,168

First Tranche
Received

Agreement Signed
with Beneficiaries

759,010

763,472
HAD 669,525
LAD 93,947

HAD 666,047
LAD 92,963

Private Housing Reconstruction
Houses Constructed

383,753

Houses Under Construction

234,191

Second Tranche Applicants 

583,088

Approved Second Tranche Beneficiaries 

579,976

Third Tranche Applicants

426,308

Approved 3rd tranche beneficiaries

423,602

Figures as of April 30, 2019
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Private
Housing
Grant
Distribution

Agreement Signed 17,729
First Tranche 16,800

l HAD - Highly Affected Districts
l LAD - Least Affected Districts

Grievance Management
Grievance
Registered

237,085

Grievance
Re-surveyed

205,584

Grievance
Adressed

205,584

National Reconstruction Authority
Singha Durbar, Kathmandu
Tel: 01-4211482, 01-4211465
info@nra.gov.np | www.nra.gov.np

FACT FILE

Public Buildings
Target
415
Reconstructed
262
Under Construction
145

Health Institutions

Culture Heritage

Fully 544
Partially 653

Fully 133
Partially 620

Target 1,197

Reconstructed
(Reconstructed/Retrofitted)

643 (312/331)

Under Construction
(Reconstruction/Retrofitting)

145 (51/94)

Target 753

Reconstructed
224
Under Construction
221

Educational Institutions

Security Buildings

Drinking Water Systems

Target
7,553

Target
383

Target
3,212

Reconstructed
4,476
Under Constructed
2,170

Reconstructed
142
Under Constructed
72

Reconstructed
791
Under Constructed
670

Human Resources

On-the-Job

35,000

training

16,649
Graphics: Rabin Sayami
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Tembathang promotes
Hyolmo culture
The construction of Tembathang Integrated Settlement,
located in Helambu Rural Municipality-1, shining with green
corrugated metal sheets is in the final stage.
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A section of the integrated settlement in Tembathang of
Sindhupalchowk (above).
Each house has uniform ‘Namba Kosung’, a traditional
window carved in Hyolmo culture. The Hyolmo
community believes installation of such carved windows
prevents evils from entering the house (left).

Thirty-eight uniform houses roofed
with green corrugated metal sheets stand
neatly on the slightly sloped and terraced
northwest face of a mountain. Two are
still under construction. Four beneficiaries
from the settlement have filed grievance
appeals. The main front windows of each
house look the same–with traditional carvings.
This is Tembathang Integrated Settlement located in Helambu Rural Municipality-1. It reflects Hyolmo culture. The construction of the settlement shining with
green corrugated metal sheets is in the
final stage. The construction would have
been completed by now if it had not been
obstructed by the snowfall and rain earlier
this month.
Each house has uniform ‘Namba
Kosung’, a traditional window carved in
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Rajendra Sharma, executive director of Janaheet Rural Development Committee (second from left) and Chairperson of the integrated settlement Sangye Lama (third from left)
briefing the visiting journalists from Kathmandu at the Tembathang integrated settlement.

Hyolmo culture. The Hyolmo community believes installation of such carved
windows prevents evils from entering the
house. Beneficiaries have made such windows at the cost of Rs. 70,000 each due to
such belief.
The integrated settlement, covering an
area of 42 Ropanis (8.25 acres), is being
constructed in collaboration between Oxfam, Helambu Rural Municipality and the
local community. Janaheet Rural Development Committee is leading the construction. Local residents have also contributed
voluntary labor of 150 days.
The construction had started a year
ago on February 08, 2018.
Each house in the settlement covers an
area of 8 aana (250 sq. meters). The houses have been designed to allow expansion
later. Each house has a toilet and a tap for
drinking water. A 20,000-liter reservoir has
already been constructed for drinking water. A community building for social and
cultural works is also being constructed.
According to Rajendra Sharma, executive director of Janaheet Rural Development Committee, which has been leading

Each house in the
settlement covers
an area of 8 aana.
The houses have
been designed to
allow expansion
later.
the settlement construction, almost Rs.
700,000 has been spent for the construction of each house.
The beneficiaries here will not get
grant from the NRA as they have been
supported by an INGO. However, they
will get financial grant for the development
of physical infrastructure as per the Integrated Settlement Development Guideline,
which will be spent through the rural municipality.
According to Sharma, there is a target
of completing the construction and inaugurating it soon.
Chairperson of the integrated settle-

ment and one of the beneficiaries of this
settlement Sangye Lama expressed happiness as their dream of about two years is finally being realized. He explained how hard
it was to convince local earthquake survivors in the village to agree for the plan of
integrated settlement. “I convince the locals for the integrated settlement, but some
evil minded people would spoil them,” he
shared. “But, finally, the villagers agreed.”
The locals themselves produced bricks
used for the construction in Tembathang.
Fifteen people took training from ‘Build
Up’ to make inter-lock bricks. The organization has provided two brick-making
machines as well.
The locals have already taken an initiative to establish a school and a health post.
At present, locals are forced to go to Timbu, at a distance of three hours walk, as
there is no school and health post around
Tembathang.
The local beneficiaries in the integrated
settlement plan to run home-stays in the
village to support their livelihood.
By Dipak Sapkota in Tambathang
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Tourism businesses thrive in quake-hit Melamchighyang
After the government compelled them to build earthquake-resistant homes, they
learned of ways to make them even cozier for tourists.
Sindhupalchowk:After the devastating earthquake of April 2015 shattered his
dreams of expanding tourism business,
Pemanetup Sherpa of Melamchighyang
village of Helambu thought that life would
never be same again. His cottages meant
for home-stay service for domestic and international tourists had turned to rubbles
right in front of his eyes. He thought the
entire village is now doomed in terms of
economic prosperity as well.
Four years down the line, time has however proved Sherpa wrong. Home-stay service has not only revived in his village but is
thriving like never before.
“Time taught a lot. No matter how big
a storm comes in your life, it passes,” he
sounded wise. Until before the earthquake,
the villagers offered common rooms to
visitors and for such services they charged
average prices. Reflecting now, they say that
their services at the time were not even professional in terms of food and retreat. “We
have learnt to be professional. We take far
better care of tourists and their needs now-
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adays,” notes Sherpa.
What has brought the change in the
capacity and attitude of the locals is the reconstruction process. After the government
compelled them to build earthquake-resistant homes, they learned of ways to make
them even cozier for tourists. As new houses were in the making, they considered
those factors while designing it.
“We indeed wanted to get back into
our business – operate homestay service
for tourists once again. Entire Helambu is
popular among tourists,” said Sherpa. “But
before the earthquake, we did not have
well-designed houses. Now, our homes are
designed to suit their needs, and our village
looks even better,” he added.
Many families in the past offered
homestay service to foreigners. They used
to share their personal rooms with their
guests. “Only a very few provided a separate room to the tourists,” Sherpa reported.
Almost every household now has a separate room for guests. These rooms have
almost all the facilities that a guest would

look for. “We did not care much about this
earlier. Reconstruction gave us this opportunity,” Sherpa explained.
There are around 140 families in Sherpa's village. With the reconstruction process
nearing completion, all their houses look
alike giving a great look to the village.
“Over 90 percent of the families have
completed the construction of their new
homes. People are happy here, all are doing
great business through homestay service,”
said another resident of the village, Kami
Lama. “Tourists love our place, our food,
our services,” he added.
According to Kami, the best part about
reconstruction was its focus on retaining the
originality of the village. While reconstruction didn't have a good effect everywhere,
his village has stood out, he claims.
“What we feel great about is that we
have not lost our originality. In fact, our
homes have been better and stylish than before yet without losing the traditional look,”
he said. “We have constructed comfortable
toilets as well for tourists. Earlier, toilets

FROM THE PRESS
were not a huge priority.”
To attract tourists, some locals have constructed modern or western style toilets with
better flushes and space. “Reconstruction allowed us to learn a lot and build facilities that
our homes were missing,” Kami said.
Depending on their capacity, locals have
constructed homestay cottages with capacity from four to 18 people. More significant
number of tourists they receive, the higher
the reward. According to Kami, receiving
tourists is not just about business; it helps
one grow in many aspects.
“When you welcome tourists, serve
them, spend time with them, and help them
mix up with your culture, it gives you great
satisfaction. You are paid not just in terms
of money,” Kami described. He added that
the village receives not only international

Every household
now has a separate
room for guests.
These rooms have
almost all the
facilities that a
guest would look for.
but also a considerable number of domestic
tourists.
Locals are also trying to revive Helambu's lost fruit product. Once well known for
apples, this place no more produces enough
apples. According to Kami, a growing number of locals are considering farming apple.
“Once we can revive apple farming, we will
feel even richer,” Kami said.
Melamchighyang village attracts also attracts Buddhists. This location is considered
very special for those who have an inclination towards Buddha or his teachings as
it is believed that a Buddhist Guru Padma
Sambhav had meditated and got enlightened
here. Tourists who come here for the spiritual reason are found meditating silently in
different locations of the village. There are
several monasteries around where they take
refuge.
“We had almost lost hope after the
earthquake, but now we are receiving many
tourists. We can feel that tourism is booming
here once again,” remarks elated Sherpa.
By Dhruba Dangal in Republica

Integrated settlement for Dalits
Bimmaya Kami of Bahrabise Municipality-1 in Sindhupalchok never
imagined, until recently, that she would
have a house of her own in a safe location after a landslide triggered by the
devastating 2015 earthquake destroyed
her previous house. She wandered from
place to place, carrying some belongings
that she managed to salvage during the
disaster, in search of a safe location to
build a house.
Bimmaya now owns an earthquake
resistant house constructed in a safe location at Khursanibari in Bahrabise-3.
“After the earthquake, I never
thought I would have a house to live in
again. But we now have a house with the
support of various people and organisations,” she said. Bimmaya’s family is one
of the six Dalit families who have been
resettled in an integrated settlement
constructed with the support of Oxfam
and Janahit Gramin Sewa Samiti. Bahrabise Municipality also allocated Rs. 1
million for the integrated settlement.
The settlement was formally handed over to the displaced families amidst
a function on March 31.
Naina Bahadur Kami, another beneficiary of the integrated settlement,
broke into tears recalling the disaster
and their displacement from their previous settlement. “This settlement has
been a boon in our life. We never imag-

ined we would have houses to live in
again,” he added.
Eighteen families of Khagdal, Sirise,
Bikatol and Bhirkuna had been taking
shelter in Khursanibari after the April
25 earthquake destroyed their houses.
According to Rajendra Sharma, executive director of the Janahit Gramin
Sewa Samiti, the integrated settlement
has been constructed for six Dalit families as the 12 other displaced families
opted to build houses on their own with
the housing reconstruction aid provided
by the government. The land required
for the integrated settlement was purchased with the budget provided by the
National Reconstruction Authority. The
reconstruction body had provided Rs.
200,000 per family to buy land in a safe
location to rebuild their lives.
Bahrabise Municipality, in coordination with various organizations, has
been working effectively to provide land
for the rehabilitation of the earthquake
displaced families. Mayor Nimphunjo
Sherpa said that the municipality took
initiatives to provide land ownership
certificates to them.
“We are working in coordination
with various individuals and organisations to rehabilitate the quake-displaced
families,” said Sherpa.
By Anish Tiwari in The Kathmandu Post
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Quake-hit remote school gets posh new buildings

Students and teachers of the school are now extremely excited about the new school
buildings as they had simply not thought that they would get such beautiful buildings.
‘It is mesmerizing’. This is what not
just students, but even the principal of
Selang Secondary School, Hari Prasad
Poudel, has to say about the school’s new
buildings. “We feel that we are at a big resort,’ Poudel notes.
The school did not have proper infrastructure even before the earthquake
damaged whatever infrastructures it had.
“Before the earthquake, our school did
not have much infrastructure to conduct
academic activities. We were managing
anyhow. But the great earthquake on April
25, 2015, destroyed everything we had,”
he said. “Post-quake, we started operating class under the open sky. Classes were
merged, everything went out of the track,”
Poudel reminisces.
While the epicenter of the earthquake
was Barpak of Gorkha, Sindhupalchowk
was among the 14 hardest quake-hit districts. Human causalities were massive.
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Many people turned homeless. “Who
would care about rebuilding the school
building when our survival itself was
a question then? Schools got attention
much, much later,” Poudel explains.
Right after the disaster, victims received assurances from many donors.
They thought that life would return to
normal pretty soon. “But it took months
to even get a proper roof over our head.
We lived in make-shift huts for a long time
with no facilities,” Poudel narrated. “The
issue of schools or students’ education
was not grabbing anyone’s attention till
much later.”
Selang village is considered among the
remotest ones in the district. Even when
victims of other areas had already received
relief packages, the locals of Selang were
waiting for their turn. “Due to the remoteness, volunteers and NGOs would not
prefer to come this far. They would dis-

tribute relief packages in the town areas
and return,” said Poudel.
Why the students and teachers of the
school are now extremely excited about
the new school buildings is because they
had simply not thought that they would
get such beautiful school buildings were
coming their way. “After we lost the old
school infrastructure, we thought that we
would never be able to have better school
buildings. But we were wronging in thinking so.”
The new school buildings worth Rs
78.3 million indeed offer all the modern
facilities that a school should have. And
this joint project of ADB, the Reconstruction Authority and the education unit of
the District Project Implementation has
quite pleased the students too.
“The classrooms are so open and
comfortable. There are ceiling fans, big
windows, comfortable furniture, and

whiteboard. We are loving it,” said students of standard five. They added that
they feel like they are studying at some
modern school in a city.
The school is spread in20 ropanis
of land near a forest area. It has three
two-storied buildings that have spaces designed for carrying out various academic
and non-academic activities.
“There are 20 rooms in total in those
buildings and of them, 12 are for classrooms. Rest of them are for office, kitchen, library, computer, administration and
so on,” said Poudel.
The project had kicked off two years
ago. Swarna Nirman Company had received the contract. According to Mukti Sapkota of the company, design, and
quality of the buildings has not been
compromised. “We have given our best in
constructing those buildings and as such
everyone is happy,” he said.
The building was inaugurated on
Wednesday by lawmaker Agni Sapkota
after the company handed it over to the
school. “We gave the finishing touches
and handed the buildings to the school on
Wednesday,” said Mukti.
According to the project chief Krishna Prasad Subedi, the new look of the
school has elated the mood of everyone.
This is a big thing for a school in a remote
place. “This is now a school with all modern facilities. It is disabled-friendly, environment-friendly, and education-friendly,”
he said.
There are separate washrooms for
girls and boys and also for staffs, which is
a rare facility in a village school. Even another remarkable thing about the school
is that it provides sanitary pads to girls. If
they menstruate in school, they can just go
to the booth and take away the required
number of pads. Power, water and solar
systems are also installed in the school.
“We have a total of 240 students currently. But this is likely to grow. Since we
have all the necessary physical infrastructures for a modern school, we are now going to fully concentrate on the academics
and personality development of our children. Locals will definitely note this,” the
principal Poudel said.
According to Arjun Thapa, Chief of
the Swarna Nirman Company, 15 other
quake-hit schools in the district are being
built the same way.



By Dhruba Dangal in Republica - March 9
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92 percent of APF structures reconstructed
Armed Police Force (APF) Nepal has
completed reconstruction of 92 percent
of its physical structures damaged by the
April 2015 earthquake. The remaining are
in the final stage of completion.
Presenting the progress report of reconstruction for FY 2018/19 to the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
on March 17, Senior Superintendent (SSP)
of Armed Police Force engineer Sandeep
Thapa said 26 out of 28 structures had
completed all works of reconstruction.
The structures that have completed
reconstruction include buildings of APF
headquarters, various brigades, battalions
and units.
According to Thapa, out of two
structures whose reconstruction is yet to
be completed, 95 percent of the reconstruction work has completed in APF UN
Peace Keeping Training Academy located
in Kakani, Nuwakot.
Likewise, finishing work is going on
at APF Muktinath Brigade No. 4. Thapa
informed that the reconstruction of these
structures will be completed by mid-May.
Thapa also said an additional budget of
Rs. 65 million was required for the reconstruction of two multi-storey buildings

NRA

at No. 18 Battalion located in Nilbarahi
in the Kathmandu Valley, retrofitting of
Petagon in APF headquarters and the reconstruction of Bangalamukhi Brigade
no. 19.
NRA Chief Executive Officer Sushil
Gyewali remembered the contribution of
APF in the rescue and rehabilitation after
the earthquake, and said that the NRA
would provide as much support as pos-

sible for the reconstruction of physical
structures of the agency which needs to
play an important role in the rescue and
rehabilitation in future disasters.
The NRA has released Rs. 403 million
and 600 thousand so far for the reconstruction of APF structures damaged by
the April 2015 earthquake.

NRA’s second tri-annual review concludes
The National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) held a review meeting
on April 7 to review the progress made
during the four months (from mid-November 2018 to mid-March 2019) period.
Distribution of grants for private
housing reconstruction, and the physical and financial progress in the reconstruction of educational and health institutions, government buildings, archeological heritage sites and security sector
buildings as well as the challenges seen in
this area was reviewed amid a program.
Addressing various concerns raised
at the review program, NRA Chief Executive Officer Sushil Gyewali, NRA
Secretary Arjun Kumar Karki and Executive Member Dhruba Prasad Sharma
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expressed their views that reconstruction
activities were progressing as planned.
They said, efforts should be more focused to achieve the stipulated targets for
the running fiscal year.
NRA joint-secretary Pitambar Ghimire made a presentation covering the
overall status of reconstruction in the
second quadrimester of the running fiscal year.
Likewise, Project Director of Central Level Project Implementation Unit
(Buildings) Nabaraj Pyakurel, Project
Director of Central Level Project Implementation Unit (Grants Management
and Local Infrastructure) Ganesh Wasti
and Project Director of Central Level
Project Implementation Unit (Education) Im Narayan Shrestha informed

about the status of their respective projects in the review program.
Acting Director General of Department of Archeology Damodar Gautam
made a presentation on the status of
reconstruction of archeological and cultural heritage sites while Superintendent
of Nepal Police engineer Bhakta Bahadur Bam and Deputy Superintendent of
Armed Police Force Milan Man Maskey
informed about the status of reconstruction in their respective organizations.
Deputy Director of Road Reconstruction Project under the Department
of Roads, supported by the Asian Development Bank, Suresh Paudel informed
about the latest status of reconstruction
of roads under the project.

NRA UPDATE

Budget allocated
for heritage
settlements
The National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) has allocated budget to accelerate the reconstruction process of various
six quake-damaged heritage settlements in
and outside the Kathmandu Valley.
According to the Central Level Project Implementation Unit (Buildings), a
total of Rs. 120 million has been allocated
to conduct study on those six such settlements–three from the Kathmandu Valley
and three others from outside the Valleywhile Rs. 300 million for the reconstruction of all.
The 7.8 magnitude Gorkha Earthquake on April 25, 2015 had caused
damage to several monuments and settlements of historical and archeological
significance in and outside the Valley.
Delays in their reconstruction, retrofitting
and renovation were attributed to lack of
budget, artisans and lack of coordination
among the concerned agencies.
To carry out study, Rs. 2 million has
been spared for each heritage settlements,
shared Project Director Nawaraj Pyakurel. In the first phase, Rs. 50 million will
be released to reconstruct or renovate
each quake-damaged heritage within the
current fiscal year.
Reconstruction of heritage settlements, monuments and other archeological structures in Khokana (Lalitpur),
Bungmati (Lalitpur) and Sankhu (Kathmandu) in the Valley would be prompted
as the budget is released.
Similarly, budget would be released for
the reconstruction of the Seven-storey
Durbar at Nuwakot, the Gorkha Durbar
in Gorkha and Dolakha Bazar in Dolakha
where there is Bhimeshwor Mandir, all lying outside the Valley.
Likewise, research and development
works could be conducted in the Pashupati Area, Changunarayam Temple
Area, Swayambhunath Area and Bouddha Area. The Durbar Square Areas in all
three districts in the Kathmandu Valley
would be conserved and promoted under this project.

NRA

Foreign Minister Pradeep Gyawali, Minister for Physical Planning and Transportation Raghubir Mahaseth,
Prime Minister’s Chief political advisor Bishnu Rimal and NRA CEO Sushil Gyewali acquired the first hand
information on the reconstruction of Araniko highway during the inspection visit on

Araniko Highway inspected
A high-level government team inspected the reconstruction works going on in various sections of Araniko
highway, the popular trading route
between Nepal and China, in Sindhupalchowk.
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Pradeep Gyawali, Minister for Physical Planning and Transportation Raghubir Mahaseth, Political Advisor
to the Prime Minister Bishnu Rimal,
Foreign Affairs Advisor Dr. Rajan
Bhattarari, Chief Executive Officer
of the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) Sushil Gyewali, and
Member of Parliament (MP) Agni
Sapkota reached up to Tatopani area
to acquire the latest update on the reconstruction.
The team inspected road sections
damaged by the earthquake and the
Jure landslide, the dry port being
reconstructed and the friendship
bridge.

Foreign minister Gyawali said
reopening of the Tatopani customs
point- that has been closed since the
earthquake–was in the priority of the
government.
NRA CEO Gyewali said, the
NRA had been coordinating with Nepali and Chinese parties to advance
the reconstruction works taking the
reopening of the Tatopani customs
point as important and serious.
The Chinese party involved in the
reconstruction of the infrastructure
including the road and the bridges
said the reconstruction of the friendship bridge would be completed
within two months.
MP Agni Sapkota said the customs would reopen after the reconstruction of the friendship bridge.
Tatopani customs was closed due
to massive damage on the physical infrastructure including the roads and
the bridge by the 2015 earthquake.
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NRA technicians agree to return to work
The agitating technicians, including
engineers, involved in the post-earthquake reconstruction have agreed to return to work.
The technicians agreed to work as
their demands have been met, it was
agreed during the talks held at the office
of the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) on April 29 between the NRA
and agitating technicians. Nepal Engineers’ Association (NEA) had mediated
the dialogue between the two.

NRA Chief Executive Officer Sushil Gyewali directed the technical staffs
to lead the reconstruction works at the
municipalities and rural municipalities by
giving special focus on the importance
of providing relief to the earthquake-affected families.
The NRA had decided to take action
against those who fail to perform professionally in the given assignments. “As
the technicians’ demands have already
been met, I hope that all the colleagues

will work diligently,” CEO Gyewali said,
adding, “The NRA will be forced to take
action against those who fail to fulfill
their duties.”
On Behalf of the technicians, Abinash Amar thanked the government,
the NRA and NEA for fulfilling their
demands. The Cabinet meeting held last
week had decided to provide additional
incentive and facilities to the technicians
working in the post-earthquake reconstruction.

Land ownership certificate distributed to 109 families
The land ownership certificates have been
provided to 109 earthquake survivors who
purchased construction plots in safer locations to move from various vulnerable settlements in earthquake affected district Rasuwa.
Beneficiaries displaced from villages including Gogane and Danda Gaon in Rasuwa
had bought construction plots of their choice
in Ward Number 1 of Tiru in Uttargaya Rural
Municipality with a grant of Rs. 200,000 per
household provided by the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA).
Member of the Federal Parliament Mohan
Acharya, Provincial Assembly Member of
Province 3 Prem Tamang and NRA Executive
Member Dhruba Prasad Sharma distributed
the land ownership certificates amid a function organized in Mailung of Rasuwa district.
One hundred twenty-three households including 109 households who have received the
land ownership certificates and the 23 households who had been living in the same area
plan to develop a unified settlement together.
Executive Member Sharma requested beneficiaries to submit a preliminary plan for integrated settlement development to the NRA
and reconstruct private houses soon.
The NRA has been providing grant of Rs.
200,000 per household for the purchase
of construction plots in safer places
for families living in vulnerable areas after
the earthquake. The beneficiaries who have
bought construction plots with the grant of
Rs. 200,000 are also eligible for the grant of
Rs. 300,000 for private housing reconstruction.
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Executive member of the National Reconstruction Authority Dhruba Prasad Sharma distributing the land
ownership certificates to beneficiries at Mailung of Rasuwa.

NRA UPDATE

Schools to be reconstructed with Indian support
Two separate agreements for schools
to be reconstructed with the Indian government grant have been signed on March
6. Understandings have been reached for
consulting services for the reconstruction
of 70 schools in seven earthquake-affected districts and two big libraries in the
Kathmandu Valley.
The agreements have paved way for
the initiation of construction work of
schools that are to be reconstructed with
grant from the Indian government.
The Indian government is going to
deploy service of India’s famous institution Central Building Research Institute
(CBRI) to provide technical support in
the reconstruction of 72 earthquake-damaged educational structures.
Deputy Head of Mission at the Indian
Embassy in Kathmandu Dr. Ajay Kumar
on behalf of the Indian government and
Team Leader Dr. Purnima Parida on behalf of CBRI signed an agreement to this
effect.
Right after this, Project Director of
Central Level Project Implementation
Unit (Education) Imnarayan Shrestha
and head of the Indian Embassy’s Reconstruction Sector Suchita Kishor signed
special agreement for reconstruction of
eight schools in Gorkha and Nuwakot.
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of

NRA

NRA CEO Sushil Gyewali and Indian ambassador Manjeev Singh Puri look on as Deputy Head of Mission at the
Indian Embassy in Kathmandu Dr. Ajay Kumar on behalf of the Indian government and Team Leader Dr. Purnima
Parida on behalf of CBRI signed an agreement on the India grant.

the NRA Sushil Gyewali and Indian Ambassador to Nepal Manjeev Singh Puri
were present at the signing ceremony.
CEO Gyewali expressed happiness
over the beginning of the process of reconstruction of schools under the Indian
government aid while Indian ambassador
Puri said that he felt happy as he got the
chance to contribute in the reconstruction of educational institutions.
Seventy secondary schools will be

reconstructed with the Indian aid in Ramechhap, Dolakha, Sindhupalchowk, Kavrepalanchowk, Gorkha, Nuwakot and
Dhading.
Likewise, buildings of Tribhuvan University Central Library and National Library in Pulchowk will also be constructed under the grant. CBRI will provide designs and project management consultancy service for the reconstruction of these
schools and libraries.

Projects with Indian support reviewed
The progress of reconstruction
projects carried out with grant from
the Indian government has been reviewed.
The progress on reconstruction of
private housing, and buildings of educational, health and cultural heritage
sites conducted with the Indian grants
was discussed at the first meeting of
the Joint Project Monitoring Committee (JPMC) held on March 12.
India had pledged a grant of Rs. 25
billion for the reconstruction of infrastructures damaged in the 2015 earthquake in those sectors.
The meeting was chaired by Sec-

retary of the National Reconstruction
Authority (NRA) Arjun Kumar Karki.
Joint Secretary of the North Bloc
at the Indian Ministry of External Affairs Sudhakar Dalela led the Indian
delegation.
Member secretary of the committee and joint secretary at the NRA
Pitambar Ghimire informed that the
meeting agreed to expedite reconstruction of all sectors with the Indian aid.
At the meeting, Project Directors
of three Central Level Project Implementation Units (Grants Management
and Local Infrastructure, Buildings and
Education) of the NRA presented the

status of projects carried out with the
Indian aid under their units. Likewise,
the meeting was also informed about
the progress status by the Department
of Archeology.
Similarly, representatives of the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the United Nations
Office for Project Services (UNOPS),
that are providing social and technical
facilitation for private housing reconstruction in Gorkha and Nuwakot districts, also presented their reports.
The meeting has decided to call the
next meeting of the committee in appropriate date with mutual consent.
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NRA begins re-survey of ‘missed out’ beneficiaries
The National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) has started the re-survey of the
beneficiaries who had not been included
in the beneficiary list for the government’s
private housing reconstruction grant due to
various reasons. The re-survey will also address the grievances filed at the NRA.
The NRA began the re-survey on
March 29 through the engineers who had
recently been deputed at the local governments. The re-survey process in few
districts began from April 3, according to
Manohar Ghimire, Deputy Spokesperson
of the NRA.
“The re-survey began from March 29
in the districts where the engineers have
already been trained,” Ghimire said, “And,
in some districts, the training completed on
April 2 and the re-survey began from the
very next day.”
The NRA has deployed about 550 engineers at the local governments to conduct
the re-survey.
The NRA has made arrangements to
ensure that no beneficiary is left out this
time by acquiring recommendation and
monitoring from the local government
representatives. The NRA has requested
the local governments to provide necessary
support to conduct the re-survey.
For this, the NRA also conducted a daylong orientation program for chiefs of the
local governments and administrative officers. It has also formed a district re-survey
committees under the coordination of the
Chief of District Coordination Committee
in the respective districts.
Spokesperson of the NRA Pitambar
Ghimire said survey would be carried out
for applicants who had filed grievances requesting to be enlisted in the list of private
housing beneficiary list, but had been left
out in the previous grievance addressing
process, and those who have been identified as requiring further assessment.
He said that survey would also be carried out for applicants whose details were
not collected in the reassessment survey
2074 and those applicants who had filed
new grievances at the local governments
within the given dates.
The NRA has requested all applicants
to furnish their details through the designated engineers deployed at the local level
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NRA CEO Sushil Gyewali addressing the engineerings at a training program held in Dhulikhel (top). NRA engineers
at the doorsteps of the earthquake victims during the latest re-survey.

within the stipulated time. The NRA has
requested to contact relevant district level
project implementation units or call toll
free numbers 1660-01-72000 and 9801572111 for any further information.
Re-survey training to engineers in Dhulikhel
Earlier, a ‘Training of Trainers’ (ToT)
for the re-survey was conducted in Dhulikhel, Kavre for the Focal Engineers and
District Support Engineers deployed in all
32 districts affected by the earthquake. The
engineers trained in the ToT will go back to
their districts and train the engineers to be
deployed in the survey.
Addressing the engineers, Chief Executive Officer of the NRA Sushil Gyewali
instructed the engineers to conduct the
re-survey impartially without falling into

any pressures and greed. He said, “Not
even a single genuine earthquake survivor
should be left out and not a single false applicant should get the grants by submitting
false details.”
NRA Executive Member Dr. Chandra Bahadur Shrestha, Project Director of
Central Level Project Implementation Unit
(Buildings) Nabaraj Pyakurel and Deputy
Project Director of Central Level Project
Implementation Unit (Grants Management
and Local Infrastructure) Hari Prasad Sharma appealed to make the survey a success
by taking support of elected representatives at various levels.
A similar survey was carried out in severely affected 14 districts from July/August 2017 to October/
November 2017.
This time, a survey is being done in all 18
affected districts for the first time.

NRA UPDATE

Ranipokhari rebuilding begins
The reconstruction of historic Ranipokhari has finally begun. The reconstruction began after the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) decided to reconstruct the historic pond in the middle
of the capital through the users’ committee.
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the
NRA Sushil Gyewali said Ranipokhari will
be reconstructed using traditional style,
technology and construction materials to
reflect the style of Pratap Malla’s era. He
expressed confidence for support and cooperation from all in the reconstruction of
Ranipokhari.
Chairperson of Ranipokhari Reconstruction Users’ Committee Ajay Sthapit
said Ranipokhari would be reconstructed
with special attention as per the standards
set by the NRA.
Forty workers have been deployed for
Ranipokhari reconstruction at present.
Committee chairperson Sthapit said more
workers would be added as required.
Chairperson of Ward No. 1, Kathman-

du Metropolitan City, Bharat Lal Shrestha
said the ward office would extend all required support for the reconstruction of
Ranipokhari.
The NRA has formed Ranipokhari
Reconstruction Monitoring and Coordination Committee coordinated by NRA
executive member Dr. Chandra Bahadur
Shrestha for systematic and coordinated
reconstruction of archeological structures
in Ranipokhari and its premises.
The NRA has said the reconstruction
of the floor and walls of Ranipokhari
would be done through the users’ committee and the reconstruction and beautification of Balgopaleshwar temple in
Ranipokhari would be done through the
construction contractors.
The meeting of the Council of Ministers on January 28 had given the responsibility of reconstructing Ranipokhari and
other archeological structures in the area,
including Balgopaleshwar temple, to the
NRA.

The Balgopaleshwar temple in Ranipokhari will be
reconstructed in age-old granthakut style as seen
above.

Chinese delegations vow to support reconstruction

NRA

A Chinese delegation led by Deng Boqing, Vice Chairman of China International Development Cooperation Agency (CIDCA) held a meeting with NRA CEO Sushil Gyewali
(left). A delegation of China Railway 14th Bureau Group briefed NRA CEO on the reconstruction work implemented by the group (right). The group is reconstructing
Dashrath Stadium, Tatopani section of Araniko highway and Dry Port in Larcha of Sindhupalchowk. Both the delegation members inquired about the ongoing reconstruction
works and appreciated the progress made so far.
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Sankhu gets a new police building
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
the National Reconstruction Authority
(NRA) Sushil Gyewali inaugurated the reconstructed building of Metropolitan Police Sector, Sankhu on April 8.
The building was reconstructed with
financial aid of Rs. 34 million 474 thousand and 330 from the NRA. The building construction had started on June 16,
2016.
Addressing the function organized at
the premises of the reconstructed building, CEO Gyawali said, NRA stressed on
the need to complete the reconstruction
of damaged structures of security agencies that need to be active in rescue and relief distribution during disasters like earthquake in addition to maintaining peace
and security of the citizens.
He also expressed confidence that the
reconstructed building will help provide
peace to the people, and also improve
community-police partnership.
Mayor of Shankharapur Municipality
Subarna Shrestha expressed his opinion
that the reconstructed building of the police office located in a very sensitive entry

point to the Kathmandu Valley would be
helpful in providing effective policing.
Deputy Inspector General at the
Physical Infrastructure Directorate of
Nepal Police Headquarters Lokesh Chand
thanked the NRA for supporting the reconstruction of the damaged police office.
Deputy Inspector General Shailesh

Thapa Chhetri was also present at the inauguration function. Chief of Metropolitan Police Range, Senior Superintendent
of Police (SSP) Basanta Kumar Lama gave
the welcome speech.
According to Nepal Police, 51 of the
139 buildings to be reconstructed have
completed reconstruction.

Sankhu-Paluwari-Nagarkot road reconstructed

NRA

The Sankhu-Paluwari-Nagarkot road, which was badly damaged in the April 2015 earthquake, has been reconstructed at the cost of Rs. 184.8 million. The road was
handed over to the Province 3 government in the presence of former Prime Minister and member of Federal Parliament of that constituency Madhav Kumar Nepal and
NRA CEO Sushil Gyewali. Both of them also inspected the newly-rebuilt road.
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Western façade of Singha Durbar to be retrofitted
The National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) has decided to preserve the
western face of Singha Durbar, damaged
by the earthquake, by retrofitting it.
NRA Chief Executive Officer Sushil
Gyewali informed a meeting of Development and Technology Committee of
the Federal Parliament on April 2 that the
NRA has initiated a process of retrofitting
the western face of Singha Durbar as the
latest study had shown that it could be
strengthened through retrofitting.
Retrofitting is already going on in
northern, eastern and southern parts of
Singha Durbar.
The study has shown that there has
not been a significant damage in the major
walls, and that the bricks are strong, but
some wood needs to be replaced.
CEO Gyewali informed that retrofitting of Singha Durbar will be done as per
the concept of preservation of archeological heritage. He said that the process for
retrofitting will begin soon as the design
for retrofitting has already been received.
CEO Gyewali informed the committee that a suggestion had been received to
pull down the old building of the House

of Representatives and construct a new
one, and requested the MPs to provide
their suggestions on whether to preserve
it through retrofitting or construct a new
one. He also informed that the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs had given a suggestion to
use it as a State Hall.
Member of Parliament Ganesh Pahadi suggested pulling down the damaged
building and constructing a new one with
international standards rather than retrofitting the old building.

Committee Chairperson Kalyani
Khadka said the progress of reconstruction works had been visible in the recent
days and suggested to prioritize grievance
hearing and monastery reconstruction,
among others. MPs had asked questions
about grievance hearing, monastery reconstruction, settlement relocation, reconstruction budget, roads reconstruction,
drinking water, livelihood, school reconstruction, and heritage reconstruction,
among others, in the meeting.

Eastern façade of Singh Durbar being retrofitted

NRA

Eastern façade of Singha Durbar, the main seat of the Nepal government, is being retrofitted after the April 2015 earthquake damaged its structures. Similarly, retrofitting
is also going on the northern and southern façades of Singha Durbar.
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A village in Haibung in Melamchi-3 of Sindhupalchowk, one of the most-affected by the April 2015 earthquake.
Secretary of Ward no. 3 of Melamchi Srikrishna Khatri says more than 600 families out 770 in the beneficiary list have
already reconstructed their houses. And, rest of the houses are under construction.

Budhe Pratap Tamang, one of the beneficiaries,
in front of his newly-built house in Haibung in
Melamchi-3 of Sindhupalchowk.
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Dilip Tamang of Haibung in Melamchi-3 of Sindhupalchowk have registered his grievance after his name was
not included in the beneficiary list to receive the government’s private housing grant of Rs. 300,000. Then
his name got included in the list eight months ago, after
which he has started rebuilding his house.

A village of Bhotechaur in Melamchi-2 of Sindhupalchowk (top). About 90 percent of the houses in Bhotechaur
have already been reconstructed, according to Dhanjir Chaudhary, a sub-engineer deputed by the NRA (above
right). After his name was included after the re-survey, Parshuram Khatiwada of Bhotechaur have applied to
receive the second tranche of the government’s private housing grant (above left).
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NRA is also publishing a Nepali bi-monthly ‘Punarnirman’.
You can obtain the copies from the NRA office.
For all matters related to the National Reconstruction Authority
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An old style stone and mud house in Barpak of Gorkha. Though the village has seen reconstruction of RCC buildings, some have managed to build houses with traditional construction material.
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